Stroke victims tend to prioritize speaking, writing, and walking as the three most important rehabilitation goals. Of note is that two of these goals involve communication. This underscores the significance of developing successful approaches to aphasia treatment for the several hundred thousand new aphasia patients each year and over 1 million stroke survivors with chronic aphasia in the U.S. alone. After several years of growth as a research tool, non-invasive brain stimulation (NBS) is gradually entering the arena of clinical aphasiology. In this review, we first examine the current state of knowledge of post-stroke language recovery including the contributions from the dominant and non-dominant hemispheres. Next, we briefly discuss the methods and the physiologic basis of the use of inhibitory and excitatory repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) as research tools in patients who experience post-stroke aphasia. Finally, we provide a critical review of the most influential evidence behind the potential use of these two brain stimulation methods as clinical rehabilitative tools.
INTRODUCTION
Aphasia, defined as an impaired ability to communicate, is one of the most feared symptoms of stroke. About 21-38% of acute stroke survivors suffer from aphasia (Berthier, 2005) , a devastating neurological condition affecting a person's ability to communicate and, thus, reintegrate into the society. It is a consequence of damage in a widely distributed and complex language network involving the fronto-temporal areas in the dominant hemisphere (typically left). Aphasia usually impacts all areas of communication including language formulation and comprehension as well as the ability to read and write. These deficits are attributed to damage in higher cognitive areas involved in language processing rather than to areas involved in motor control of the articulatory structures (Allendorfer et al., 2012a) , although aphasia and disorders of speech articulation often coincide.
The first 2 to 3 months after stroke are crucial for spontaneous neuroplasticity, which refers to the natural course of neurophysiological repair and cortical reorganization of language functions (Robertson and Fitzpatrick, 2008) . During this period, restoration of some language functions is common and usually fairly rapid (Lazar et al., 2008) . However, the slope of spontaneous recovery tends to level off within the first year of stroke (Pedersen et al., 1995; Berthier, 2005) , resulting in chronic impairments in language processing in many patients.
Despite availability of pharmacological treatments and professionally-administered speech-language therapy (SLT), new strategies e.g., adjuvant therapies, are required to boost recovery, especially in the chronic stages of stroke. While SLT is the most commonly employed treatment of aphasia, its therapeutic effects are quite variable and are generally modest (Berthier, 2005; Brady and Enderby, 2010) . Recently, non-invasive brain stimulation (NBS) techniques, including repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) have shown promise as potential approaches for enhancing aphasia recovery. A number of research studies employing these techniques, especially repetitive rTMS, have reported lasting improvement in specific language functions in patients with chronic post-stroke aphasia. In addition to behavioral improvement, evidence of induced neuroplasticity has further validated the efficacy of these interventions. However, application of therapeutic NBS within few days after stroke i.e., in sub-acute and acute phase, is still in its infancy.
In this article, we will explore the neuroplastic processes that underlie spontaneous recovery in patients with aphasia, and present the methods and discuss the physiologic basis of NBS techniques. Next, we will discuss recently published and influential work in which NBS has been used to enhance recovery from post-stroke aphasia. Lastly, we will review studies that investigate the effect that NBS has on neuroplasticity in patients with aphasia; specifically, we will examine studies that address the functional neuroimaging and electrophysiologic correlates of neuroplastic changes after brain stimulation.
areas surrounding lesions in the language-dominant left hemisphere, or altered activity of intact homotopic language areas in the non-dominant right hemisphere, or both . Recruitment of previously inactive pathways, appears to apply to motor rather than language recovery and will not be discussed here (Lee and Vandonkelaar, 1995) . Recently, modern investigative techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), electroencephalogram-based event related potentials (EEG-ERP), and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) have been applied to understand neuroplasticity in the context of spontaneous language recovery after stroke [for details of the application of various neuroimaging techniques to the evaluation of post-stroke recovery see recent review by Eliassen and colleagues (2008) ]. In this section, we will discuss the proposed models of neuroplasticity in aphasia recovery with supporting evidence from neuroimaging investigations that capture changes in brain function as a measure of neuroplasticity after stroke.
Based on assembled evidence from prior studies, three models of neuroplasticity underlying aphasia recovery in adults were outlined by Hamilton et al. (2011) . These are: (1) recruitment of residual perilesional language areas in the languagedominant left hemisphere (Ohyama et al., 1996; Karbe et al., 1998a,b; Warburton et al., 1999; Cornelissen et al., 2003) , (2) compensatory recruitment of homotopic language areas in the non-dominant right hemisphere (Musso et al., 1999; Thulborn et al., 1999; Tillema et al., 2008) , and (3) inefficient recruitment of sites in the non-dominant right hemisphere, which hinders rather than aids recovery (Turkeltaub et al., 2011) . In addition, increased involvement of right homotopic language areas due to release from transcallosal inhibition may also negatively affect spontaneous neuroplasticity. By this account, interhemispheric inhibitory connections that normally modulate and effectively suppress right hemispheric activity are disturbed due to damage in the left hemisphere, enabling areas in the contralesional right hemisphere to become increasingly involved via disinhibition. It has been proposed that increased involvement of right hemispheric regions in post-stroke language production in adults may exert an increased inhibitory influence on perilesional areas in the left hemisphere, interfering with ability of these regions to contribute to language recovery (Belin et al., 1996; Rosen et al., 2000; Naeser et al., 2004 ). This last model provided the rationale for a number of studies in which suppression of right hemispheric activity or stimulation of the left hemispheric peri-stroke areas with NBS has been employed in order to enhance language performance in patients with aphasia (Naeser et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2011; Szaflarski et al., 2011a,b; Marangolo et al., 2013) . As outlined below, most of these studies target specific sites in the right hemisphere.
Evidence regarding the role of the right hemisphere in language recovery is mixed; while some studies suggest that recruitment of right homotopic areas may be beneficial or compensatory in nature (Thulborn et al., 1999; Tillema et al., 2008) , other studies show that activation of these right hemisphere regions during language performance may indicate a maladaptive strategy of recovery (Winhuisen et al., 2005; Thiel et al., 2006) . For instance, Winhuisen et al. (2005) found that right-hemispheric involvement may only be partially compensatory in sub-acute patients with aphasia. They applied inhibitory rTMS (4 Hz, 10 s trains) to the right and left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) in 11 patients, where the exact loci of IFG stimulation were based on maximum functional activation on PET during a language task. They showed that individual patients' response to rTMS with left vs. right IFG varied: 8 patients showed increased naming reaction time (RT) with left IFG while 4 patients showed increased RT with right IFG stimulation. Interestingly, the group that showed increased latency after left IFG stimulation performed significantly better on a verbal fluency task than the group that responded to right IFG stimulation. Based on this finding, the authors suggested that patients with residual language function in the left hemisphere, functionally defined by an inhibitory response to rTMS, performed better on the language task than those with right hemispheric involvement. Their findings further suggested that recovery of function in the dominant left hemisphere may be essential for optimal language reacquisition after aphasia, while right hemisphere recruitment may only be partially compensatory or may be maladaptive in some cases.
The maladaptive role of at least one specific site in the right homotopic language areas was recently suggested by Turkeltaub et al. (2011) . The authors employed Activation Likelihood Estimation (ALE) meta-analysis of functional neuroimaging studies involving language tasks in 105 patients with chronic aphasia and 129 control subjects. While control subjects showed functional activation patterns predominantly in left perisylvian language areas, patients with aphasia consistently involved spared left hemisphere areas as well as right hemispheric homotopic language areas. While recruitment of some right hemispheric homotopic areas appeared to be beneficial with respect to language performance, activation of the right pars triangularis (PTr; Brodmann areas 45 in the IFG) was found to be inefficient, perhaps even deleterious, with respect to language performance. This finding corroborates the observed therapeutic effects of inhibitory rTMS of right PTr on several language functions, which in effect may act due to suppression of "noisy" or maladaptive activation of the right PTr (Naeser et al., 2005; Barwood et al., 2011a Barwood et al., , 2013 Weiduschat et al., 2011; Kindler et al., 2012; Medina et al., 2012; Thiel et al., 2013) .
Evidence further suggests that the neuroplastic mechanisms that underlie spontaneous recovery vary greatly among patients with aphasia. Prior research suggests that language recovery in adults depends on several clinical factors, such as the extent and location of lesions (Heiss and Thiel, 2006) . With small lesions that spare some areas of eloquent cortex, recovery may rely up on recruitment of residual language areas along with increased perilesional activity. By contrast, in the case of large lesions that engulf primary language regions, recovery may rely on recruitment of homotopic non-dominant language areas (Rosen et al., 2000; Heiss and Thiel, 2006) .
Data also indicate that at more than 1 year after aphasiaproducing stroke the cortical participation in language production remains relatively stable in absence of intervention. For example, a study utilizing three different fMRI tasks (verb generation, semantic decision, and picture-word matching) assessed language recovery mechanisms in a group of chronic aphasic patients by comparing blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal changes over a period of 10 weeks (Eaton et al., 2008; Szaflarski et al., 2011a) . Four chronic patients and an equal number of age-matched healthy controls underwent 5 fMRI sessions (2 runs of each fMRI task per session) over a course of 10 weeks. As expected, patients with aphasia performed worse than the controls on these tasks. In addition, these differences in language performance were associated with differences in cortical activity between the two groups. While control subjects exhibited overall typical bilateral, left greater than right activation in the frontal and temporal language areas as well as symmetric retrosplenial and posterior cingulate areas, the stroke patients exhibited increased and consistent activation in perilesional areas with minimal activation in the contralesional right hemisphere. The authors concluded that among patients with chronic aphasia activation of the left hemispheric language regions and deactivation of the right homologs suggests cortical reorganization after stroke. They further posited that activity in the perilesional areas, rather than in the non-dominant homologs may be the more critical mechanism for language recovery. More direct evidence of hemispheric changes in brain activity over time is provided in a study by Saur et al. (2006) . In a group of 14 patients with post-stroke aphasia, Saur et al. examined the neural correlates of language recovery. They evaluated language task-related fMRI activation patterns in these patients at acute (average of 1.8 days after stroke), sub-acute (average of 12.1 days after stroke), and chronic (average of 321 days after stroke) stroke stages (Saur et al., 2006) . In the acute phase, they observed little or no perilesional activation of undamaged areas in the left hemisphere. Whereas in the sub-acute phase, a large increase of activation in a bilateral language network was observed with a peak in the right Broca's homolog (Heiss et al., 1999; Thulborn et al., 1999; Winhuisen et al., 2005) and right supplementary motor area; these increases were strongly associated with improved performance on language tasks. Further, since the authors observed that language improvement in the chronic phase was associated with a redistribution of activation toward the dominant left-hemispheric language areas, recruitment of right hemisphere language homologs may suggest their beneficial role for the early but not the late language recovery. Based on this finding, the authors suggested that the involvement of the right hemispheric areas in recovery may be transient before more favorable perilesional recruitment takes place. However, the exact role of right language homologs during the sub-acute stage of recovery is still unclear. These findings are potentially consistent with the notion that recruitment of right hemispheric areas may only be partially compensatory, and that optimal neuroplastic changes eventually involve recruitment of perilesional areas.
This hypothesis was recently addressed directly by Szaflarski et al. (2013) . While Saur et al. (2006) focused on a group of patients who eventually experienced recovery in their language functions at the chronic stage, Szaflarski et al. evaluated the neural correlates of good vs. poor recovery in a group of 27 chronic stroke patients (Saur et al., 2006; Szaflarski et al., 2013) . Similar to the findings in Saur et al. (2006) , normalization of language functions at least 1 year after stroke was associated with typical fMRI activation patterns i.e., fMRI activity with left hemisphere distribution when compared to healthy controls. However, the reorganization of the language function in the non-recovered group was characterized by activation patterns in the right hemispheric areas. Specifically, increased activity in the left superior frontal and parietal areas and bilateral cerebellum was observed in the recovered vs. the non-recovered group. In addition, a decrease in activation was found in the right superior temporal areas in the recovered vs. non-recovered group. Language performance and the level of hemispheric activation were also associated, in that increase in activation in the right areas was associated with poor trajectory of performance, while increase in activation in the left areas was associated with improved performance. Lesion size also affected language performance consistent with the theory of regional hierarchy (Heiss and Thiel, 2006) . Overall, the authors posited that the recruitment of right areas in the poor recovery group may be an indication of a maladaptive or an inefficient pattern of language recovery.
In short, the balance of evidence leads us to conclude that sparing of language areas in the lesioned left hemisphere and/or cortical reorganization of brain activity during recovery to the left hemispheric perilesional areas may be the optimal mechanism of neuroplastic changes with respect to language outcomes. However, the importance of right hemispheric homologs to the process of recovery is not clear. Although the evidence from neuroimaging studies suggests a negative association between language recovery and right hemispheric activation, we posit that involvement of some of the right hemispheric areas may not be deleterious to language recovery and that a specific "noisy" or inefficient site may hinder the downstream recruitment of perilesional and residual language areas, and, therefore, adversely impact recovery (Turkeltaub et al., 2011) .
NEUROREHABILITATION WITH NON-INVASIVE BRAIN STIMULATION
The field of neurorehabilitation broadly aims to develop therapies that: (1) derive from an understanding of the mechanisms of healthy brain function and neurological dysfunction after a brain injury, and (2) improve not only behavioral or cognitive performance but also the function of neural systems, which translates into favorable outcomes on everyday quality of life (Robertson and Fitzpatrick, 2008) . In light of these goals, NBS techniques provide a unique opportunity for neurorehabilitation after stroke. In the recent years, investigation of NBS techniques to promote stroke recovery has grown immensely and is continuously supported by the advent of new technologies. The application of NBS specifically to post-stroke aphasia rehabilitation leverages current understanding of the models of spontaneous language plasticity discussed above with various neuroimaging techniques such as fMRI (Szaflarski et al., 2011a,b) or EEG-ERP (Barwood et al., 2011b,c) to provide further evidence of stimulationinduced neuroplasticity. Also, insofar as improving function in everyday life is of paramount concern to neurorehabilitation, changes in functional communication outcomes after therapeutic NBS, have been assessed in at least 2 studies (Szaflarski et al., 2011b; Marangolo et al., 2013) , where patients with aphasia tended to report improved ability in communication after tDCS and rTMS.
In this section, we will introduce basic principles of TMS and tDCS and summarize the current literature describing the therapeutic effects of these two technologies in stroke patients with aphasia (See Table 1 ). In a subsequent section, we will summarize the accounts of rTMS-induced neuroplasticity.
REPETITIVE TRANSCRANIAL MAGNETIC STIMULATION (rTMS)
TMS is a focal NBS method, which employs the principle of electromagnetic induction. A TMS stimulator unit consists of capacitors that store large electrical charges, which is connected to a casing with coil of copper wires. For TMS delivery, this coil is held tangentially to the scalp. When the stored charge is discharged to the coil, a brief and time-varying magnetic field is produced at the scalp. This magnetic field penetrates through the skull, and depending on stimulation intensity, coil shape, and coil orientation, an electrical current is generated in the cortical neurons near the coil. This current is sufficient to depolarize neuronal membranes and generate action potentials. TMS can be delivered either via single pulses or repetitively at a set number of pulses per second (repetitive TMS or rTMS). Typically, low-frequency rTMS (<5 Hz) is characterized by decreased cortical excitability, whereas high-frequency rTMS (≥5 Hz) is characterized by enhanced excitability (Pascual-Leone et al., 1998; Fitzgerald et al., 2006) . Recently, a new rTMS protocol, theta burst stimulation (TBS), was introduced which can produce longer-lasting and more stable changes in cortical excitability compared to standard rTMS (Huang et al., 2005) . While standard rTMS consists of single pulses of stimulation delivered repeatedly over a unit of time, TBS consists of 3 pulses delivered very rapidly (at 50 Hz) every 200 ms, which can either be interrupted every few seconds [intermittent TBS (iTBS)] or can be uninterrupted (cTBS). ITBS typically increases cortical excitability, while cTBS decreases cortical excitability, and such changes in excitability over the motor cortex have shown to last for about an hour with more intense TBS methods (Huang et al., 2005) .
A review of recent and influential rTMS studies in post-stroke aphasia revealed that most intervention studies administered lowfrequency inhibitory rTMS (1-4 Hz) for 20-40 min a day over 10-15 days, on sites in the right hemisphere that were homotopic to left hemisphere sites in the fronto-temporal language network (Broca's or Wernicke's; Figure 1 ) (Naeser et al., 2005; Barwood et al., 2011a,b,c; Kakuda et al., 2011; Weiduschat et al., 2011; Abo et al., 2012; Kindler et al., 2012; Medina et al., 2012; Waldowski et al., 2012; Barwood et al., 2013; Thiel et al., 2013) . Thus, far only 1 group, Szaflarski et al. (2011b) , administered iTBS, an excitatory TMS protocol, to increase the cortical excitability in perilesional left-hemispheric language areas (Figure 2) (Szaflarski et al., 2011b ). In addition, some studies combined therapeutic rTMS with 45-60 min of speech and language therapy (Kakuda et al., 2011; Abo et al., 2012; Thiel et al., 2013) .
Outcome measures, methods of finding the appropriate stimulation site, inclusion of patients by disease duration, and number of long-term follow-up evaluations after rTMS vary considerably between studies. Improvement on subtests of clinical aphasia diagnostic or severity scales [Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE), Aachen Aphasia Test (AAT), or Western Aphasia Battery (WAB)], Boston Naming Test (BNT), and accuracy and RT in picture naming tasks (Snodgrass and Vanderwart, 1980; Bates et al., 2003) are the most commonly used outcome measures. Most of these studies demonstrated improvement after rTMS in one or more outcome measures. For example, improved picture naming accuracy and RT, auditory comprehension, verbal fluency and repetition have all been observed after daily sessions of low-frequency rTMS ( Table 1 ). In addition, improvement in global scales of aphasia severity was also reported in some studies. These findings clearly suggest the beneficial role of rTMS in improving some language functions in patients with aphasia.
Although right PTr (BA 45), a site in the IFG, was most frequently stimulated, some studies adopted a site-finding protocol (Figure 1 ) either among several pre-defined right hemispheric sites in individual patients (Martin et al., 2009; Hamilton et al., 2010; Naeser et al., 2011; Medina et al., 2012) , or used activation patterns in fMRI (Szaflarski et al., 2011b; Abo et al., 2012; Allendorfer et al., 2012b) to find the most optimal site (Figure 2 ). For example, Medina et al. (2012) adopted a sitefinding protocol similar to Hamilton et al. (2010) and Naeser et al. (2011) . They carried out 6 separate rTMS sessions [600 pulses of 1 Hz at 90% resting motor threshold (RMT)] before the daily treatment sessions, where 6 different sites in right IFG were stimulated. Sites included the mouth area in the motor cortex, pars opercularis (POp; BA 44), three separate sites on PTr (dorsal posterior, ventral posterior and anterior PTr), and the pars orbitalis (BA 47). Optimal site for stimulation was determined by evaluating improvement in picture naming accuracy after each stimulation session. A site with the greatest increase in naming accuracy was considered optimal, and patients were stimulated for 10 daily rTMS sessions at this site (1200 pulses of 1 Hz at 90% RMT). Right PTr was the optimal site for 9 of 10 patients, while for 1 patient, right pars orbitalis was the optimal site. After the treatment sessions, the patients that received rTMS improved in several measures of fluency, while patients in the sham group did not improve on any language measures; the beneficial effects persisted for at least 2 months after the treatment ended. (Szaflarski et al., 2011b) adopted an fMRIbased activation approach to finding optimal stimulation sites. Perilesional stimulation targets were identified as regions that exhibited increased activation on fMRI during a semantic language task. Subsequently, iTBS was delivered to each patient's target site in 10 daily sessions lasting 200 s (3 pulses at 50 Hz given every 200 ms in 2 s trains for a total of 600 pulses). Each patient underwent fMRI pre-and post-iTBS as he or she performed a semantic decision/tone decision (SDTD) task, which has previously been shown to reliably localize residual language areas in patients with aphasia after stroke (Eaton et al., 2008) . The authors reported significant improvement on a semantic verbal fluency task, as well as a trend toward improved functional communication, collected by self-report. Recently, Abo et al. (2012) extended this work by defining stimulation sites not only by fMRI activation patterns but also by the type of aphasia. In patients with non-fluent aphasia they applied inhibitory rTMS to either the right or left IFG and in those with fluent aphasia to either the right or left superior temporal gyrus (STG); stimulation application (STG or IFG) was based on fMRI activation patterns during a language task. They observed improvement after 10 daily 1 Hz rTMS sessions (40 min/day) in auditory and reading comprehension and repetition in patients with non-fluent aphasia, and in spontaneous speech in patients with fluent aphasia.
Application of optimal site-finding protocols, either rTMSor neuroimaging-driven, is likely an improvement over blinded application of therapeutic rTMS as it accounts for individual variability in clinical factors such as lesion size and volume that could differentially influence the mechanisms of neuroplasticity 
FIGURE 2 | Neuronavigated rTMS in a left hemisphere stroke patient with aphasia. (A)
Language fMRI activation in left perilesional frontal area is identified on the subject's high-resolution anatomical scan as the stimulation target (green square), and a trajectory is set for optimal stimulation (green arrow). (B) A 3-dimensional reconstruction of the subject's high-resolution anatomical scan allows for visualization of the optimal coil placement (green coil) for iTBS.
in each patient (Heiss and Thiel, 2006) . For example, one site that may be optimal in a patient with a small lesion may not be appropriate for another patient with more extensive damage. The extent of transcallosal disinhibition, or propensity of involvement of the perilesional and potentially beneficial contralateral homologs, differs among patients, and therefore, site-finding protocols help to meet individual treatment needs. One limitation in some of the above studies is a lack of sham or a control group. Without a comparison group in which rTMS was not applied, it is difficult to conclude whether the observed beneficial effects were stimulation-specific or whether they were simply a result of increased general arousal or placebo effect. Additionally, the recently conducted fMRI-driven treatment studies have focused on relatively short outcomes. Thus, the long-term therapeutic benefits of this approach are yet to be explored in large, randomized, and sham-controlled clinical trials (e.g., an ongoing NCT01512264). Kakuda et al. (2011) recently utilized a novel rTMS approach employing two different frequencies of stimulation. They primed 4 chronic patients with motor-dominant aphasia with 6 Hz rTMS for 10 min before applying the standard 1 Hz rTMS for 20 min for 18 sessions in 11 days. An intensive 60-min speech therapy was also provided to all patients after the TMS protocol. Improvement in several language functions was observed; however, the results differed in each patient with most improvements observed in naming and repetition. Based on prior studies (Iyer et al., 2003; Carey et al., 2010) , the authors posited that priming with 6 Hz rTMS would provide "more potent and long-standing suppressive effect" than the more typical 1 Hz rTMS 20 min protocol. However, since the authors did not directly compare effects of a standard approach vs. 6 Hz priming in either this study or a subsequent follow-up study, it is difficult to directly compare their therapeutic effect. Another limitation of this study was lack of long-term follow-up, so persistent effects of this stimulation approach also remain unknown. While most studies have examined therapeutic effects of rTMS in chronic aphasia, more investigations are beginning to emerge that focus on patients in the sub-acute phase of stroke recovery (Weiduschat et al., 2011; Kindler et al., 2012; Waldowski et al., 2012; Thiel et al., 2013) , a period during which spontaneous physiological restoration may still be ongoing. Kindler et al. (2012) assessed the effects of cTBS applied to the right hemisphere Broca's homolog in patients in sub-acute or chronic phases of post-stroke aphasia recovery. They observed that though both patient groups receiving cTBS significantly improved when compared to the sham group, patients in the sub-acute phase were the best responders as tested by timed picture naming accuracy and RT post-cTBS. This finding is crucial as it favorably supports the application of therapeutic rTMS or TBS early on, even sub-acutely. However, yet again, long-term follow-up was not carried out in this study, preventing an assessment of whether this approach had enduring benefits for patients.
Long-lasting effects of inhibitory rTMS have been reported in several studies involving patients with chronic aphasia. For example, Martin et al. (2009) showed that the improvements in picture naming task and phrase length post-rTMS in a chronic patient with non-fluent aphasia lasted for at least 43 months (over 3 and half years). Another study reported the symptomatic benefits post-rTMS lasting up to 12 months (Barwood et al., 2013 ) as compared to the group that received sham stimulation. Unfortunately, most studies that focused on sub-acute patients have lacked evaluation of long-term benefits. One exception is Waldowski et al. (2012) who reported reduction in aphasia severity 15 weeks post-stimulation in a group of sub-acute patients receiving rTMS as compared to the sham group (Waldowski et al., 2012) . However, accuracy in naming improved similarly across both treatment groups, with only a slight benefit in RT in the treatment group. These findings suggest that improvement in some language functions may in fact be non-specific to stimulation. Because there are ongoing physiological neuroplastic changes in the perilesional and homotopic language areas during the acute and subacute phases of post-stroke recovery (Saur et al., 2006) , patients are more likely to improve over a course of weeks irrespective of rTMS application. Therefore, more research is necessary to demonstrate long-lasting and stimulation-specific effects of rTMS, especially when applied early after stroke.
Because mechanisms of neuroplasticity may differ as a function of disease duration, it is important that stimulation be delivered in ways that take advantage of and augment the specific neuroplastic changes thought to be at play during the phase of post-stroke recovery in which TMS is being delivered. For example, in some patients who are recruiting the right hemisphere in a compensatory manner in the sub-acute or acute phases of recovery, applying inhibitory rTMS to the right homologs may not be appropriate. In this case, excitatory rTMS of left perilesional language areas (Szaflarski et al., 2011b ) may prove more beneficial. Therefore, individual site-finding, driven either by transient rTMS effects or functional neuroimaging, may be the best approach to take while mechanisms of neural recovery remain dynamic. However, this speculation needs to be evaluated in future studies. Future studies of acute and subacute patients should also include multiple long-term follow-ups, in order to better inform the long-term efficacy of these approaches.
TRANSCRANIAL DIRECT CURRENT STIMULATION (tDCS)
Recent years have seen a surge of interest in the use of tDCS in order to modulate cognitive function and to improve outcomes in a variety of clinical areas including stroke recovery. Typically tDCS is administered by delivering small electric currents (1-2 mA) to the scalp by a battery-driven device connected to two large (often 5 × 7 cm 2 or 5 × 5 cm 2 ) saline-soaked surface electrodes (Nitsche and Paulus, 2000) . Although current flows through both electrodes, by convention the electrode that is being used to target the brain regions to be stimulated is considered the "active" electrode; the other electrode-termed the "reference" or "return" electrode by convention-is typically placed on the supraorbital region (over the forehead) or at a site off the head. Currents delivered during tDCS are not sufficient to generate action potentials, but are sufficient to incrementally alter neuronal resting membrane potentials. Thus, tDCS is often conceptualized as a neuromodulatory rather than a neurostimulatory technique. Like rTMS, tDCS can alter cortical excitability in predictable ways; anodal tDCS (a-tDCS) is believed to increase cortical excitability and cathodal tDCS (c-tDCS) decreases cortical excitability Paulus, 2000, 2001) .
To date, many studies employing tDCS as a therapy for aphasia have adopted approaches that are broadly consistent with an interhemispheric inhibition model of aphasia recovery (Heiss and Thiel, 2006; Hamilton et al., 2011) . That is, most investigations have involved either a-tDCS centered on left hemisphere language areas (Baker et al., 2010; Fiori et al., 2011; Fridriksson et al., 2011; Marangolo et al., 2013) in order to either increase the excitability in the perilesional and residual fronto-temporal language areas, or c-tDCS applied to the right hemisphere homotopic areas (Kang et al., 2011) to inhibit over activation (due to transcollasal disinhibition) in the contralesional right homologs. Most of these studies applied 1-2 mA of current for 10-30 min over 5-10 days in patients with chronic aphasia. Several studies compared the therapeutic effects of a-or c-tDCS to sham treatment in a withinsubject and cross-over design and provided concurrent speech and language training.
Outcome measures consisted of aphasia severity scales [WAB, Battery for the Analysis of Aphasic Disorders (BADA)] and language batteries including picture naming tasks such as the BNT. Monti et al. (2008) were first to report transient effects of tDCS in patients with aphasia. In their study 8 patients with chronic aphasia received sham or active tDCS at 2 mA for 10 min over the left frontotemporal area; 4 received a-tDCS and sham, while the other 4 received c-tDCS and sham (Monti et al., 2008) . Interestingly, picture naming accuracy improved after 10 min of c-tDCS, while a-tDCS and sham induced no changes in naming performance. This finding is counterintuitive as it suggests that inhibiting the damaged left hemispheric language network may improve language functions. The authors argued that the mechanism of improvement may be the stimulation-specific inhibition of overactive interneurons in the damaged left hemisphere. However, these findings have not yet been replicated in an intervention study with multiple tDCS sessions and in blinded patients/evaluators. Naming accuracy also improved in 10 chronic aphasic patients, who received 1 mA a-tDCS on intact left frontal areas for 20 min per day for 5 days (Baker et al., 2010) ; they also received sham in the same manner, where application of active and sham tDCS was randomized. The active site of stimulation was determined individually by examining fMRI activation patterns during a naming task. In a follow-up study, Fridriksson et al. (2011) applied a similar stimulation and site-finding protocol in 8 chronic patients with fluent aphasia and reported improvement in naming reaction times after a-tDCS as compared to sham. In addition, they reported that these RT benefits persisted at least 3 weeks after stimulation. Both these findings are in line with the notion that perilesional recruitment is necessary for post-stroke aphasia recovery; the beneficial effects of tDCS are presumed to be mediated by enhanced activity of residual left hemisphere language areas as well as compensatory functional changes in left hemisphere perilesional areas.
As noted above, the interhemispheric inhibition model of post-stroke language plasticity posits that activity of right hemisphere structures may interfere with the compensatory recovery of left hemisphere perilesional area. Although this model has underpinned the approach of numerous investigators, Kang et al. (2011) is the only group to date to apply inhibitory right ctDCS to patients with chronic aphasia with the aim of inhibiting the potentially deleterious right hemisphere activity (Kang et al., 2011) . In a cross-over design, Kang et al. demonstrated that picture naming accuracy improved after c-tDCS on right frontal areas compared to sham in 10 chronic patients. In another study, Floel et al. (2011) applied excitatory a-tDCS as well as inhibitory c-tDCS and sham over the right temporo-parietal cortex during anomia training (Floel et al., 2011) . The aim was to demonstrate enhancing therapeutic effects of anomia training in context of inhibitory vs. excitatory tDCS of the areas in the right hemisphere. Naming ability improved across all three groups with anomia training, and the effects lasted for at least 2 weeks. Interestingly, a-tDCS, and not c-tDCS, of the right hemispheric exhibited greater and longer-lasting improvement in the naming ability, as compared to sham. This finding suggests that stimulating right homotopic areas may be more reliable in enhancing effects of anomia training than inhibiting them. Beneficial role of right hemispheric areas in language improvement with tDCS is highlighted in this study.
Recently, Marangolo et al. (2013) took a different approach to language training and outcome measures where they assessed whether enhancing activity in the left language areas by atDCS can improve informative or pragmatic speech, rather than focusing on improvement on neuropsychological assessments alone (Marangolo et al., 2013) . They used different video-clips describing "everyday life situations" for training and testing 12 chronic patients with aphasia who underwent a-tDCS and sham centered on left Broca's and left Wernicke's areas in a cross-over design. The authors reported improved language performance in terms of increased use of content-units and increased verb and sentence production after a-tDCS on Broca's area as compared to Wernicke's and sham tDCS. Additionally, the effects sustained for at least a month after the treatment ended. Sustained improvement in an ecologically valid measure in this study is promising, in that tDCS paired with language training may be able to improve the overall ability of patients with aphasia to communicate in everyday life.
While almost all tDCS intervention studies focused on chronic patients, You et al. (2011) studied effects of tDCS on subacute patients with global aphasia (You et al., 2011) . Rather than a cross-over design commonly adopted by other investigators, You et al. included a separate sham control group. Of 21 patients, 7 patients received a-tDCS centered on left STG (Wernicke's), 7 received c-tDCS on right STG and 7 received sham stimulation, for 30 min a day for 10 days. During stimulation (sham and active), patients underwent speech and language therapy. As predicted with stimulation of temporal language areas (regions broadly involved in language comprehension), the authors reported that auditory verbal comprehension improved significantly more in patients receiving right c-tDCS (inhibitory) compared to those receiving left a-tDCS (excitatory) or sham stimulation. In addition, across active and sham groups, improvement was observed in the aphasia severity scale and in spontaneous speech. This finding is similar to (Waldowski et al., 2012) who applied rTMS in subacute patients and observed across group (sham and active) improvements. It appears that these non-stimulation specific improvements may be typical in subacute patients undergoing spontaneous restitution of language functions. Therefore, carefully chosen neuropsychological assessments and inclusion of a sham group are required to establish therapeutic benefits of tDCS in patients who have dynamic rather than static aphasia. Of importance is the finding that inhibition of right temporal language areas, rather than excitatory left stimulation common among other studies involving chronic patients, resulted in improved language functions. These findings suggest that during sub-acute recovery stages, inhibition of right hemisphere activity may be an effective therapeutic approach which is consistent with the trajectory of neuroimaging changes associated with acute, sub-acute, and chronic post-stroke recovery as demonstrated by Saur et al. (2006) .
Overall, a review of tDCS intervention studies in post-stroke aphasia reveals that while some studies have made efforts to increase their sample sizes (up to 14 patients) and use ecologically valid outcome measure, several parameters in study design and stimulation methodology could be improved. First, except one study (Marangolo et al., 2013) , most current intervention studies did not include a long-term follow-up to address the long-lasting benefits of tDCS in improving language functions in post-stroke aphasia. Secondly, the effects of tDCS in the sub-acute phase of recovery need more consideration. For example, studies comparing the therapeutic effects of a particular electrode montage (c-tDCS vs. a-tDCS on the right or left language areas) in sub-acute vs. chronic patients are desirable. Based on the effects of disease duration and lesion size and location on the models of neuroplasticity, a mechanistic approach to tDCS electrode montage may be more appropriate. This can be achieved by a multimodal neuroimaging-driven tDCS intervention (Hunter et al., 2013) , where the placement of active electrodes in the left or right hemispheres can be based on the fMRI activation patterns. Additionally, a dual-hemispheric tDCS approach i.e., simultaneous right inhibitory and left excitatory tDCS, may also prove beneficial. Evidence of changes in the underlying brain activity as a function of therapeutic tDCS or a particular montage of tDCS has not yet been carried out in patients with aphasia. Improvement in language functions may be directly related to induced neuroplasticity; however, as the current literature stands, there is no evidence of this association in post-stroke aphasia.
As far as tDCS methodologies are concerned, new evidence suggests that c-tDCS does not reliably decrease the underlying cortical excitability. Depending on the duration (>15 min) and intensity of stimulation (>1 mA), c-tDCS may behave more like a-tDCS, in that it increases, rather than decreasing, the cortical excitability (Batsikadze et al., 2013) . Specifically, Batsikadze et al. showed that 2 mA c-tDCS, when applied for 20 min on the motor cortex, induced cortical excitation, rather than inhibition, in healthy individuals. While 1 mA c-tDCS for the same duration and site induced cortical inhibition. Interestingly, at least one study (Monti et al., 2008) reported transient beneficial effects of 2 mA 10 min c-tDCS on the lesioned left hemisphere. Speculatively, these effects may have resulted from cortical excitation by c-tDCS of the perilesional or residual language areas, and not cortical inhibition as previously believed. However, effects of c-tDCS in stroke patients, particularly when applied to the lesioned hemisphere, may be different than in healthy individuals. Because of the loss of typical cortical structure, the flow of current in the lesioned hemisphere may be quite diverse. In contrast to Monti et al. (2008) , Kang et al. (2011), and You et al. (2011) applied c-tDCS to the unaffected right homologs of the STG and the Broca's area, respectively. Interestingly, this approach also led to improved language functions; c-tDCS applied to the right STG was more beneficial than a-tDCS applied to the left STG and more than sham (You et al., 2011) . However, since these studies did not provide a model of current flow (Datta et al., 2009 (Datta et al., , 2010 , nor followed-up with a measure of changes in cortical excitability, it is difficult to infer the mechanism that underlies the observed improvement. It is clear, however, that a multimodal approach to tDCS is required for understanding how different tDCS parameters, especially c-tDCS, remodel the bilateral language networks to enable recovery. Future studies should describe a relationship between tDCS "dose and response," to translate its application as an effective treatment for post-stroke aphasia.
NEUROPLASTICITY INDUCED BY NON-INVASIVE BRAIN STIMULATION
In this section, we will discuss the observed changes in the brain activity induced by NBS. We reviewed only those studies that paired direct measures of neuroplasticity (PET, fMRI, EEG-ERP, etc.) after therapeutic rTMS as no such studies have yet been carried out with tDCS (summary in Table 1 ). Based on neuroimaging accounts of neuroplasticity in spontaneous recovery described earlier, we expect that sparing of key language areas in the left hemisphere and an increased contribution of the left hemispheric residual and perilesional areas after therapeutic rTMS would be associated with improved language functions. However, just as we discussed in the case of spontaneous neuroplasticity, the contributions of right hemisphere homologs to stimulation-driven neuroplasticity is not clear.
In one study, Martin et al. (2009) suppressed right PTr in a chronic non-fluent aphasic patient over 10 daily 1 Hz rTMS sessions to induce long-lasting improvement in naming and propositional speech (Martin et al., 2009) . Importantly, at 16 and 43 months after rTMS, fMRI activation patterns revealed a greater recruitment of perilesional (left)/perisylvian areas, specifically the left supplementary motor area and the left and right sensorimotor mouth areas, and areas along the fronto-temporal language network. Activation of the right IFG, observed pre-TMS persisted at 16 months after stimulation. Overall, the authors argued that the increased activation in the bilateral motor and perilesional language areas after repetitive suppression of right PTr revealed a leftward activation shift supported by improvement in language functions. However, the contribution from changes in the right IFG to improved performance after rTMS is unclear. Perhaps, suppressing an inefficient node i.e., the right PTr (Turkeltaub et al., 2011) enabled reorganization of the bilateral functional networks by increasing left hemispheric recruitment as well as refining the beneficial role of right homologs. In contrast, fMRI activation patterns in a second patient, also suffering from chronic non-fluent aphasia, did not show an increased left hemispheric recruitment post-rTMS at 3 or 6 months, and language performance on naming and propositional speech did not improve in this patient (right IFG activation was consistently observed in this patient). In this patient, a larger frontal and temporal lesion and subcortical white matter damage may have been associated with more severe non-fluent aphasia and lack of improvement post-rTMS. The authors argued that since key language regions in the left hemisphere were not spared in this patient, suppression of right PTr by rTMS could not promote recovery. We posit that lesion extent and location may have impeded induced reorganization in the bilateral functional network with rTMS (Heiss and Thiel, 2006) . A different case study by Turkeltaub et al. (2012) shed some light on the role of right hemispheric homotopic areas . A right hemispheric stroke in a patient with chronic non-fluent aphasia, who underwent therapeutic rTMS (10 daily 1 Hz rTMS sessions) after an initial left hemispheric stroke, worsened her aphasia symptoms. After her left stroke, repetitive inhibition of right PTr induced improvement in her language functions for up to 2 months. FMRI activation patterns obtained on the first day of rTMS, before and after treatment, indicated that right PTr activity was in fact suppressed but the expected increase in left hemispheric activity
was not yet present. However, within 3 months of therapeutic rTMS, she suffered from a second stroke, this time on the right side of the brain, which worsened her language functions. At 3 months after her second stroke, language functions were decreased more than other cognitive functions. This case provided authors with a unique opportunity to examine the contribution of right homolog damage to the overall language functions after initial dominant hemispheric stroke. If one assumes that recruitment of all homotopic right areas is deleterious to recovery, then in this case the language functions should not have been affected or could have improved. Therefore, consistent with the notion that the "right hemisphere can speak" (Code, 1997) the authors suggest that right hemisphere homotopic areas may support functional recovery. In contrast to the above studies, Weiduschat et al. (2011) demonstrated that PET activation patterns during a verbgeneration task were suppressed in the right hemisphere postrTMS (compared to pre-TMS), while they were significantly more prominent in the right hemisphere in the sham treatment group (Weiduschat et al., 2011) . In this study, 1 Hz rTMS was applied either to Broca's homolog in the right hemisphere (right PTr) followed by speech and language therapy or to control area (vertex); significant improvements in language functions were observed in 6 patients receiving rTMS compared to 4 control patients. Since enrolled patients were in the sub-acute phase of recovery there was a tendency in the control patients to recruit right homologs consistent with the result of the study by Saur et al. (2006) . In patients receiving rTMS, right hemispheric involvement was suppressed, presumably by functional inhibition of right PTr, which may have contributed to the observed improvements in this group. Thus, the increased right hemispheric involvement in the absence of right PTr suppression in the control group may represent an inefficient mode of recovery. We posit that inefficient activation of specific sites in the right hemisphere (right PTr) during spontaneous course of recovery may be detrimental to the recruitment of perilesional and residual language areas in favor of recovery. Therefore, suppressing activity in the right PTr may induce neuroplastic changes characterized by release in activation of an inefficient node and thus, promoting recruitment of left hemispheric areas. However, an important caveat in this study is a lack of association between changes in PET activation patterns and language improvements; this may be, in part, related to a small number of subjects enrolled in this study and/or high drop-out rate (4/14). This last shortcoming was recently addressed by Thiel et al. (2013) in a larger group of 24 sub-acute stroke patients with different aphasia types (non-fluent, fluent, global, and amnestic). After 10 sessions of 1 Hz rTMS combined with 45 min of speech and language therapy, 13 patients in the rTMS group showed improvement on the AAT, a comprehensive aphasia severity scale, with largest improvement in naming subtest as compared to the 11 patients in the sham group (Thiel et al., 2013) . Relevant to prior findings, a change in bilateral functional activity was observed in this study. Activation volume index, a measure of change in the volume of activation (significant voxels) between left and right hemispheres, revealed increased PET activation in the left hemisphere in the rTMS compared to the sham group; similar right hemispheric activation was observed prerTMS between sham and rTMS groups. Importantly, the level of change in activation followed a linear relationship with the change in AAT scores i.e., greater activation shift toward left hemisphere was associated with greater improvement on AAT scores after rTMS. The findings of this study suggest that induced cortical reorganization of language functions to the left hemisphere relate to the improvements after therapeutic rTMS.
Direct measurement of activation changes in the language areas before and after rTMS was also carried out by Szaflarski et al. (2011b) in chronic patients (Szaflarski et al., 2011b) . This study differed from other rTMS aphasia intervention studies in 2 important ways: (1) rather than suppressing areas in the right hemisphere, residual left perisylvian areas were stimulated in an excitatory stimulation protocol, and (2) instead of standard continuous delivery of rTMS, iTBS was applied (for more information refer to Table 1 ). Repeated iTBS showed significant improvement in 6 out of 8 patients in a semantic fluency task. Importantly, fMRI activation patterns post-iTBS revealed increased recruitment of perilesional fronto-temporo-parietal areas, as well as a shift in activation toward left frontal and temporal language areas. Recruitment of some right hemispheric subcortical and motor areas was also observed. The findings in this study corroborate with those in other studies using inhibitory rTMS, and suggest that recruitment of perilesional areas as well as reduction in inefficient activation of right homotopic sites may subserve improved language functions.
In addition to functional changes in activation patterns after rTMS, white matter structural integrity may also improve. In a follow-up study, (Allendorfer et al., 2012b ) examined whether iTBS administered in the earlier study could also potentially improve structural white matter integrity, specifically in the areas that showed greater fMRI activation with iTBS (Szaflarski et al., 2011b; Allendorfer et al., 2012b) . They used DTI, and compared fractional anisotropy (FA) changes pre-vs. post-iTBS in the same group of chronic patients as in (Szaflarski et al., 2011b) DTI-FA provides a measure of white matter integrity and directionality by indexing restricted diffusion of water molecules in different tissue types Pierpaoli et al., 1996; Bennett et al., 2010; Allendorfer et al., 2012b) ; higher FA values correspond to greater white matter integrity. Increases in FA values were observed post-iTBS compared to pre-iTBS in left hemispheric areas close to the stimulation site and also near the regions that showed greater fMRI activation in the earlier study. Specifically, measurable increases in FA were observed in the left IFG, anterior cingulate, insula and right temporal and parietal areas, along with bilateral increases in the posterior cingulate. However, improvement on language performance (semantic fluency task) did not correlate with changes in FA probably because of the relatively low sample size (N = 8). Nonetheless, the observed changes in the white matter integrity in the left perilesional areas as well as in some right hemisphere areas present a similar pattern to changes in functional activation. Future studies with a sham-controlled arm in a larger group of patients will validate or disprove these findings (NCT01512264).
Additionally, electrophysiologic changes after therapeutic rTMS have also been reported. Event-related potentials (ERP) derived from EEG can also characterize induced neuroplasticity in patients with aphasia as demonstrated by changes related to speech-language therapies (Pulvermuller et al., 2005; Laganaro et al., 2008; Barwood et al., 2011b) and pharmacological treatments (Szelies et al., 2001) . Recently, Barwood et al. (2011a,b) chronic non-fluent or global aphasia (Barwood et al., 2011a,b,c) . At 2 months after stimulation, 6 patients who received rTMS for 20 min/day for 10 days improved significantly more than 6 patients who received sham treatment of same duration; specifically naming, expressive language, and auditory comprehension improved. Further, in a follow-up study, Barwood et al. (2011b) reported stimulation-specific effects on N400, an ERP component time-locked to semantic language processing. Specifically, at 2 months the overall mean amplitude, peak amplitude, and areas under the curve of the N400 component were significantly higher in the treated group than in the sham group; higher amplitudes reflect improvement in the language function, in this case on a semantic-lexical task. Interestingly, in this group of patients, transient changes (increases) on N400 parameters were not found, meaning ERP amplitudes at baseline vs. 1 week after rTMS were not different. The authors speculated that rTMS-specific modulation in the bilateral language network supported by increase in N400 component post-rTMS may be crucial for the improvements observed over time. Additionally, the findings suggest that rTMS-induced neuroplasticity may be time-dependent such that reorganization in the bilateral language network may require protracted time to materialize. This observation of time-dependency of induced neuroplasticity after therapeutic rTMS reveals one recurring limitation of studies reviewed in this section. Most of these studies lacked a long-term follow-up i.e., these studies reported changes in activation patterns acutely after rTMS, but unlike Martin et al. (2009) and Barwood et al. (2011b) , failed to report sustained changes in activation patterns a few months or years after treatment. This information is critical as it will inform us about the direct effects of rTMS on long-term neuroplasticity.
SAFETY OF NON-INVASIVE BRAIN STIMULATION
The most serious, albeit unlikely, health risk associated with TMS is induction of a seizure (Homberg and Netz, 1989; Kandler, 1990) . In the years since induced seizures were first observed in association with TMS, rigorous safety guidelines have been developed which specify the number of pulses that may safely be given as a function of stimulus intensity (% of Motor Evoked Potential), frequency, and inter-train interval (Wasserman, 1998; Bolognini et al., 2009; Rossi et al., 2009 ). Numerous subsequent studies of rTMS have demonstrated that stimulation within these parameters is safe in normal persons, patients with stroke (Hao et al., 2013) , and even epilepsy patients (Bae et al., 2007) . Administration of TBS within published parameters has been well tolerated in healthy adult studies; only one study reported a seizure in a healthy subject caused by TBS used with intensity set at 100% of the RMT (Oberman and Pascual-Leone, 2009 ), greater than the 80% of active threshold typically used in recent studies (Huang et al., 2005; Szaflarski et al., 2011b) . Thus, there has been no convincing evidence that rTMS performed within established guidelines or TBS performed using published parameters can cause short-or long-term seizures/epilepsy or other ill effects.
To date, there have been no reports of seizures or other shortor long-term severe adverse events related to the use of tDCS. Several recent studies have reported mild side effects of tDCS in both healthy individuals (Brunoni et al., 2011; Kessler et al., 2012) and patient populations (Poreisz et al., 2007) including itching, tingling, burning, pain, and headaches, which were not long-lasting.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Neurorehabilitation of post-stroke aphasia with the use NBS shows a lot of promise. Throughout this review, we have highlighted several advantages as well as limitations of current NBS methodologies and study design in an attempt to advance its use as an effective tool for the treatment of post-stroke aphasia. One overarching goal of future studies should be to capture therapeutic benefits of NBS not only on neuropsychological language batteries but also on everyday communication abilities.
Underlying recovery mechanisms and neuroplasticity with NBS in post-stroke aphasia still remain an open question. Recovering language networks are dynamic depending on multiple factors including the location of the lesion and its size, time since injury, intensity and type of provided intervention, age at the time of injury and handedness. There is an agreement in the field about the beneficial role of left hemispheric perilesional and residual language areas in both spontaneous as well induced with NBS recovery. However, the debate on the role of right hemispheric homotopic areas continues. Several investigators concur that recruitment of areas in the right hemisphere is an inefficient mode of recovery in patients with aphasia while some argue that rather than all areas, recruitment of some specific site(s) in the right hemisphere may be inefficient or deleterious to recovery. In future studies, we recommend parsing out specific functions of right hemispheric homotopic areas during spontaneous recovery, and persisting activity in some right hemispheric areas in recovery induced with NBS. Future studies should closely address the individual determinants of patterns of neuroplastic changes both to guide NBS treatment and to assess functional recovery as well as the role of neuronavigation with TMS, fMRI, PET or other techniques. In particular, future multimodal approaches pairing neuroimaging and electrophysiological measures with therapeutic NBS will more clearly define its potential in aiding rehabilitation after an aphasia-producing stroke.
